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EXPLOCAN, S.L.  
Tax ID Number: B30632434

Explocan was founded in 1965 with the aim of producing and distributing natural stone. It has
maintained its tradicional spirit while incorporating advanced technological processes that
guarantee the maximum quality of its materials and finishes.

Currently, its productive sections allow for it to control the entire natural stone cycle, andi t is one
of the reference companies on an International level in the creation and distribution of unique
spaces.

Explocan represents a new concept in natural stone, combining nature and art.

Its International expansion has allowed Explocan to position itself in the European, Asian and
Arab markets.

The company offerings range from the supply of blocks, slabs, tiles or special pieces made of all
types of marbles and granites, to the completion of exclusive projects for interior designs.

Explocan is a reference in International projects, such as Hotels, resorts, airports, public spaces¿,
anywhere that natural stone architecture is supported by straight edges.

Address
Paraje El Alto (Las Lomas) s/n 
30330 Cartagena
Murcia (Spain)

Telephone: +34 968550459
Fax: +34 968160210
Web: www.explocan.com

Contact

Mario García Nieto
Export Director

Antonia García Nieto
Manager

Sector: Natural stone and its by-products

Activity: Exporter, Manufacturer

Turnover: From 1,800,000 to 3,000,000

Employees: From 10 to 19

Brands: EXPLOCAN

Export Volume: From 1,200,000 to 3,000,000 euros

Manufacturing Process
Mármoles Explocan has a facility where we cut, polish and sell
primarily slab and tile of marble Dark Emperador and Crema Marfil.

Some of the formats we sell are paving 80x80 / 60x60 / 60x30 / cut
of size and plaque.

Our finishes are polished, honed and matured.

Key Differentiating Features
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Products

granite block
Marble and its construction by-products
Código Taric: 68029190
TARIC Denomination: Marble, travertine and alabaster, in any form, polished, decorated or 
otherwise worked, carvings of marble, travertine or alabaster (excl. alabaster polished, decorated or 
otherwise worked, but not carved, tiles

Worktop
Granite and its construction by-products
Código Taric: 68029310
TARIC Denomination: Granite, in any form, polished, carved or otherwise processed, but not 
sculpted, of a net weight of >= 10 kg (excl. clocks, lamps and lighting fittings and parts thereof, 
setts, curbstones and flagstones)


